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Blood and Honour!
12th SS in Normany — a MP campaign depicting 

some of the battles the division fought in 
Normandy from June to August 1944.!"

All scenarios are adaptions of scenarios originally designed for a WWII miniature game, Battlefront. You find 
the original scenarios here: http://www.fireandfury.com/scenarios.shtml!""

Some new models and tweaks compared to the vanilla BA/BA2:""
New models:!"
7.5cm IG!
It has the same stats as a mortar as the calibre are about the same (mortar 81mm/IG 75mm), but 
the IG can fire indirect longer than the mortar and can fire direct at other units(has the same stats 
as an early war short barreled Pz-IV 75mm gun). The IG can't fire smoke as I checked a number of 
sources and none mentioned the IG using smoke. It can be moved one square.""
15cm IG!
Larger and more powerful version of the 7.5cm IG. Longer range, but fewer shots per turn. Must be 
transported to move.""
Kubelwagen!
German jeep. Can load infantry units up to 3 men. Can load HMG, mortar, IG, etc. No armament. ""
M3 Scout Car!
An early war US armoured scout car. It can carry units of 3 men or less and tow guns. Armed with 
a MG.""
Changes to unit stats (and other abilities):!"
Leaders:!
There are some leaders on each side. All leaders can Rally any unit (except themselves) once per 
turn as long as this unit is within 4-5 squares and the Leader must have a LOS to the unit being 
rallied."

British Leader rally an infantry squad.
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Infantry Leaders have the same movement and recon abilities as Scouts. But the combat stats are 
reduced and leaders have a range of 2 squares, and no AT capability.""
Infantry!
In general the infantry have a morale of 150, a few has 175. All ordinary infantry units have 8 men 
in a squad. Engineers can remove tank traps, but not place them as I think the material to build a 
tank trap weights very much. So if tank traps will be used, they are on the map from start.""
HMG, LMG, other special infantry units!
HMG's have a 3 men in squad, LMG's 4 men in a squad. Flamethrowers have 2 men. No other 
special units in this scenario. If future scenarios will include AT Rifles they will have 3 or 4 men in a 
squad. Not sure yet."
HMG's can be pushed one square, LMG and others move like ordinary infantry.""
Scouts!
Scouts is a team of 2 men, have a combat range of 2 squares with reduced combat stats. They 
have no AT capability. The Scouts are designed to act as recon units, not to fight.""
German onboard rocket artillery!
Takes one round to reload and have a range of 40 squares.""
Bren Carriers and German Halftracks!
The MG can fire once per turn and have reduced weapon range for better balance."
 
Removing hedges and walls"
Engineers and heavier tanks have the ability to remove sections of hedges and walls. To do this 
they must be next to a hedge or wall at the beginning of their turn facing that section they want to 
remove. This action will cost most of their AP that turn and can’t fire after they have used this 
ability."
When it comes to hedges, there are two types of hedges I’m using: hedge and bocage. The 
difference is that bocage can’t be removed by either engineers or tanks. See images below too see 
the difference."

M10 removing hedge section.
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"
Night battles!
In night battles LOS is halved for all units, and weapon range has been set to a maximum of four 
squares. 

M10 removing wall section.

Hedge Bocage
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Scenario 1 — Authie, June 7, 1944!"
On the day after D-Day, the Allies started to expand their beachheads. The British and Canadians 
continued to advance inland towards their initial objectives around Caen and Bayeux. At the same 
time, the Panzer divisions that Hitler had finally released to Rommel were starting to enter the 
invasion area. This scenario is based on one of the hardest fought encounters in those early days 
after the invasion, when two attacking forces met head to head on the western outskirts of Caen."
"

Both sides will get reinforcements and they will arrive in waves."
The battle is 28 turns and can end in a Draw.""
When commanding the German side you need to protect your onboard rocket artillery as they have 
a vital role in your defence. At the beginning of the battle you need to delay the Allies as much as 
possible in their advance, while minimise your losses. Any counter-attacks should be carefully 
planned and coordinated.""
As Allied commander you need to hurry to capture the flags and then set up a defence to meet any 
German counter-attacks. Try not to stretch your force too thin. 

Authie map showing reinforcement areas and Allied deployment area.!
Also showing the four victory flag positions.
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Scenario 2 — Finding the Frontline, June 7, 1944!"
This scenario is based around the events of the afternoon of D+1. Both sides are using 
reconnaissance forces - the British mainly to find the way ahead for an armoured advance towards 
Villers-Bocage, the Germans, to screen a thinly held sector of the line."

"""
Both sides will get reinforcements and they will arrive in waves."
The battle is 20 turns and can end in a Draw. 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Finding the Frontline map showing reinforcement areas and deployment areas.!
Also showing the six victory flag positions.
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Scenario 3 — Putot, The Little Black Devils, June 8, 1944!"
German units from the II Batallion, 26 SS-Panzergrenadier Regiment attacks the villages of Putot 
and Brouay, defended by the Royal Winnipeg Rifles, known as the Little Black Devils."
"

"""
Both sides will get reinforcements. In addition the Germans will have some remnants from earlier 
battles in the area. These units will be poorly equipped and of poor quality."
The battle is 20 turns and can end in a Draw. 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Putot map showing reinforcement areas and deployment areas.!
Also showing the six victory flag positions.
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Scenario 4 — Night Attack, June 8-9, 1944!"
German units from the 25th and 26th SS-Panzergrenadier Regiment attacks the village of 
Bretteville in darkness. The village is defended by the Regina Rifle, without tank support against 
German Panthers."

"
This is a night battle which means sight and weapon ranges are reduced.""
Both sides will get reinforcements. The battle is 20 turns and can end in a Draw.
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Night Attack map showing reinforcement areas and deployment areas.!
Also showing the six victory flag positions.


